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in abundance, so that its progress was unhampered.   As a
result, more raw iron was imported into England than was
made here, while large quantities of iron goods were exported
abroad.    " No particular manufacture  can  be  named ",
wrote Defoe, " which has increased like this of the hardware.
. . The best knife blades, scissors, surgeon's instruments,
watches, clocks, jacks and locks that are in the world, and
especially toys and gay things, are made in England " *.
Methods         Iron deposits in this country were worked by the Romans,
of iron- gj^j fa -fl^ seventeenth century * prime and best ' iron was
made in the Forest of Dean from the cinders which they had
discarded in ' infinite quantities * before the iron had been
entirely extracted2. Originally bar or malleable iron was
obtained direct from the ore in a bloomery or open-hearth
forge, but by the sixteenth century3 the ore was being
smelted in a blast-furnace, and its product (pig iron) ' refined *
into bar iron at the forge. The forge consisted of a ' finery '
and a ' chaf ery ' : in the former the iron was hammered into
* blooms ' (a mass of iron) ; in the latter it was reheated and
beaten into bars. At first the bellows were ' treaded ' by
men — this was known as the foot blast : subsequently the
bellows were worked by a wheel turned by water : and the
forge hammers also came to be driven by water-power 4.
Scarcity The iron industry, like the cloth industry, was widely
ofjuei dispersed, its geographical distribution being governed
primarily by its dependence upon fuel. The scarcity of this
commodity was the most pressing problem in the industry.
The destruction of timber excited considerable anxiety in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It was even pro-
posed at the accession of Elizabeth to banish iron mills out
of the realm, since it was computed that f a hammer and a
furnace ' consumed yearly on an average three thousand
loads of * great wood made into coals ', with the result that
1 A Plan of the English Commerce (ed. 1728), 290-291.
1 Yarranton, England* s Improvement (1677), 59-60. Cf. Dudley,
Mettattum Mortis (1665), 5*-
* The older method still survived much, later : Ashton, Iron and Steel
in the Industrial Revolution, 3-4, 235, note.
4 For descriptions of furnaces and forges, see Dudley, Mettallum Martis
(1665), 50 seg. ; Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, iL 293, 309 (1681) ; Plot,
The Natural History of Staffordshire (1686), 161 seq.

